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Results of the College's Undergraduate and Postgraduate Boards of Examiners held between 2 January 2017 and 1 August 2017

Doctor in Clinical Psychology

*Development of two novel tests for Conversion Disorder: A normative study with a healthy control sample*  
Egberdina-Jozefa Van Der Hulst

Doctor of Medicine (Research)

*Medical Humanities Health*  
*Meaning and Meaninglessness in Neuropsychiatry*  
Norman Alan Poole

*Psychiatry*  
*Evaluating the criminal justice mental health pathway.*  
Andrew Forrester

Doctor of Philosophy

*Academic Psychology*  
*Parental participation in Speech & Language Therapy (SLT) treatments in young children with Speech, Language and Communication Needs (SLCN): levels, predictors and relations with child outcome.*  
Penelope Williams

*Biological Psychiatry*  
*Biomarkers of inflammation as predictors of treatment response in depression*  
Rebecca Clare Strawbridge

*Child and Adolescent Psychology*  
*Comparison of brain function and structure between paediatric OCD and ADHD patients*  
Luke Joseph Norman

*Clinical Neuroscience*  
*Expanding the phenotype and genetic spectrum of myoclonic astatic epilepsy*  
Shan Tang

*Clinical Psychology*  
*Development and evaluation of a self-confidence webinar for depression in the workplace*  
Wan Mohd Azam Bin Wan Mohd Yunus

*Developmental Neuroscience*  
*Exploring the mechanisms of synaptotrophic arbor growth in Drosophila*  
William Duncan Constance

*Epidemiological Psychiatry*  
*Addiction is a Multi-Stage Process: Epidemiological and Behavioural Genetic Analyses of Drug Use Transitions*  
Lindsey Anne Hines

*Health Psychology*  
*Self-As-Context in Chronic Pain: Examination of a Component Process of Psychological Flexibility*  
Lin Yu

*Health Service and Population Research*  
*Cognitive ageing and late-life depression across cultures*  
Anamaria Brailean

*Stigma among family members of people with severe mental illness*  
Chih-Cheng Chang

*Mental health staff perspectives on supporting recovery*  
Clair Paula Le Boutillier
Health Services Research

The Impact of the Critical Tie Intervention for People with Severe Mental Illness in the Transition from Prison to the Community

Gareth Daniel Hopkin

Mental Health

Continued cannabis and risk of relapse in patients with a first episode psychosis

Tabea Schoeler

Neurobiology

Neurotrophin-3 as a promoter of spinal cord plasticity in the distal middle cerebral artery occlusion model of stroke

Christina Wayman

Neuroimaging

Quantitative white matter metrics: diffusion imaging and advanced processing for detailed investigation of brain microstructure

A multi-modal approach to characterize animal models of brain ageing

Toby Peter James Wise

Neuroimaging and Psychiatry

A Multi-Modal Assessment of Brain Alterations in Young Adults with Psychotic Experiences: Results from the Avon Longitudinal study of Parents and Children.

Leon Michel Fonville

Neuroscience

Function and assembly of Teneurin-3-positive retinal circuits

Paride Antinucci

Cleaved tau derived from human tauopathy brain induces disease-associated deficits in a novel mouse model

Marie Katrin Bondulich

Targeting chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans to promote repair and functional recovery after spinal cord injury

Emily Rachel Burnside

Live imaging of the axon initial segment

Adna Siana Dumitrescu

Investigating the cellular response to mitochondrial dysfunction in Drosophila

Olivia Frances Duncan

Neurochemistry in autism spectrum disorder: a translational approach

Alice Marie Sybille Durieux

Investigating Chondroitin Sulphate Proteoglycans as a Potential Therapeutic Target for Parkinson's Disease

Edward Joseph Richard Fletcher

Molecular mechanism involving tau fragmentation that underline the development of tau pathology caused by tau fragmentation

Tong Guo

Investigation of sensory nerve activity and mitochondrial function in models of chemotherapy-induced peripheral neuropathy

Holly Lorraine Hopkins

Isolation of sensory neurons in vitro and generation of a conditional inducible transgenic mouse line against nerve growth factor (NGF) receptors to investigate the role of NGF in pain

Jayne Hannah Kelleher

Role of Acs4 and Synj2 in progressive hearing loss.

Elisa Martelletti

Advancing animal models of depression: a behavioural, cellular and molecular approach

Ksenia Musaelyan

Spinal cord pathology in CLN1 disease: A novel therapeutic target

Hemanth Ramesh Nelvagal

Investigating the contribution of astrocytes and neuroinflammation to pathological tau changes in Alzheimer's disease.

Emma Claire Phillips

Translating genetic findings into an understanding of neurobiological risk mechanisms for schizophrenia

Rodrigo Roberto Rafagnin Duarte

The role of clusterin in the amyloid cascade in human iPSC-derived neurons

Jacqueline Paula Sahakian Robbins

The anatomy of the corpus callosum: from post-mortem histology to in vivo tractography dissections in the healthy and autistic brain

Stefano Sandrone

Characterization of in vivo generated supernumerary neural progenitors in Drosophila melanagastes.

Rachel Emma Shaw
Old Age Psychiatry

A Blood-Based Signature of Neocortical Amyloid Burden: An Early Diagnostic Population Screening Tool for Alzheimer's disease

Nicholas James Ashton

Psychiatry

Modelling oxidative stress in human hippocampal progenitor cells: insight into the pathogenesis of depression and antidepressants action

Natalia Sergeevna Bakunina

The Course of Cognitive Impairment across the Psychosis Spectrum

Josephine Anne Mollon

Psychological Medicine

What's it like to have a partner in the UK Armed Forces? Influences on the mental health and well-being of women.

Rachael Gribble

Novel methods for measuring cortisol levels in patients with stress, affective disorders and chronic fatigue syndrome

Andres Ruben Herane Vives

Long-term antipsychotic polypharmacy prescribing in secondary mental health care: detection, predictors and outcomes.

Giouliana Kadra-Scalzo

An investigation into the therapeutic utility of transcranial direct current stimulation in bulimia nervosa

Maria Kekic

Mental Health in Rheumatoid Arthritis

Faith Matcham

Psychological Medicine Research

A human in vitro model to investigate the effects of inflammation on adult hippocampal neurogenesis in the context of depression.

Alessandra Borsini

Fatigue and inflammation: a psychoneuroimmunological approach to chronic fatigue

Alice Elizabeth Russell

Psychology

A longitudinal investigation of information processing biases and self-reported cognitions and behaviours in Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

Alicia Maria Hughes

Impact of childhood maltreatment on treatment outcomes for common mental health disorders at an Improving Access to Psychological Therapies service.

Jithani Myanthi Lennox

The neurocognitive correlates of co-occurring anxiety in children at increased familial risk for Autism Spectrum Disorder

Bosiljka Milosavljevic

The Contribution of Dissocial Personality Disorder to Cognition, Emotion Processing and Clinical Outcome in Violent Men with Psychosis.

Ottilie Louise Sedgwick

Testing Minority Stress Frameworks of Distress in Sexual and Gender Minorities

Liam Eugene Timmins

Psychosis

First Episode Psychosis: Looking Backwards and Forwards

Olesya Ajnakina

Suicidal behaviour in early psychosis: The role of insight

Javier David Lopez-Morinigo

Social, Genetic and Development Psychiatry

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder and preterm birth as a risk factor: a cognitive-neurophysiological sibling-pair investigation

Sarah Naomi James

Social, Genetic and Developmental Psychiatry

Genome-Wide Methods Applied to Study Gene-Environment Interplay

Jonathan Richard Iain Coleman

The pervasive impact of social isolation and loneliness in young people: An epidemiological, longitudinal and genetically-sensitive study

Timothy James Bentley Matthews

Ageing and Autism Spectrum Disorder

Esra Yarar

Statistical Genetics

Multi-trait methods for generic association testing

Heather Frances Porter

Master of Science

Advanced Care in Dementia

Pass

Emma Marie Connery
Affective Disorders
Pass with Distinction  Ian Minter Russell

Child and Adolescent Mental Health
Pass with Merit  Charikleia Fatola
Pass with Merit  Marina Romero Gonzalez
Pass with Merit  Virginie Colette Marie Kirk

Clinical Forensic Psychiatry
Pass with Merit  Fiona Jane Brennan
Pass with Merit  Helen Louise Walker

Clinical Forensic Psychology
Pass with Distinction  Anjelena Potapova Santos

Family Therapy
Pass  Rosalie Annamarie South-Palmer
Pass  Maria Kirby
Pass with Distinction  Tessa Anne De Reuck

Forensic Mental Health Research
Pass with Merit  Victoria Beech
Pass with Merit  Tessa Elizabeth Mary Holderness
Pass with Merit  Chloe Vita Mortimer-Stokes
Pass with Merit  Rebekah Sophie Turner

Mental Health Service and Population Research
Pass  Vanessa Anne Gould Crouch
Pass with Distinction  Peihan Yu

Mental Health Studies
Pass  Anum Farid
Pass with Merit  Michele Serita Mayne
Pass with Merit  Britt Makhetshemu
Pass with Merit  Rebecca Oyekan
Pass with Distinction  Sarah Karen Hetimier
Pass with Distinction  Hayley Louise Scott

Neuroscience
Pass  Sunny Desai
Pass with Merit  Miranda Claire Dyson
Pass with Merit  Tegan Paige Fletcher
Pass with Merit  Samuel Marriott
Pass with Merit  Usman Raza
Pass with Merit  Suraya Dunsford
Pass with Merit  Giuseppe Fiorentino
Pass with Merit  Kelly Clara Humphrey
Pass with Merit  Sashank Srinivasan

Neuroscience in Cognitive Neuroscience
Pass with Distinction  Bianca Petronela Oltean

Neuroscience in Developmental Neurobiology
Pass  Philip James Eldridge
Pass  Raeesah Khan

Neuroscience in Neurodegeneration
Pass with Merit  Saarah Mohammed-Ali

Organisational Psychiatry and Psychology
Pass with Merit  Chelsea Robertson

Psychiatric Research
Pass with Merit  Richard Francis Stanton

Postgraduate Certificate
Child and Young Person IAPT Supervision
Pass  Karen Vera Daniel
Pass  Sarah Lucy Parson
Pass  Sybil Jacqueline Qasir
Pass  Joana Verissimo Ribeiro
Pass  Angela Sams
Pass with Merit  Melissa Isabel Aitken
Claire Elizabeth Berry
Semra Gulbahar
Nicola McCarry
Peta Lynn Mees
Amanda Emily Pegrum
Jean Gladys Walker
Jon Stuart Wells

Pass with Distinction  Tracey Jane Arthey
Jacqueline Haugh
Christopher William James
Sara Elizabeth Kundu

Child and Young Person IAPT Therapy

Mental Health Studies
Pass  Veronica Rivera

Neuroscience
Pass with Distinction  Emily Rose Gunning
Pass  Jana Frobese
Pooja Varier

Psychology and Neuroscience of Mental Health
Pass with Merit  Jillian Rosemary White

Postgraduate Diploma
Affective Disorders
Pass  Pattanop Tansupasiri

Child and Young Person IAPT Therapy
Pass  Kiranmayee Abbaraju Venkata
Dawn Nyree Ashley
Agnieszka Malgorzata Danielak
Kate Eglen
Samantha Everson
Otilia Firiza
Rhona Anne Kenny
Faith Portia Ibidun Unoarumhi
Dana Webb
Pass with Merit  Binita Agrawal
Emma Botten
Kirsty Maria Boyle
Annie Fatima
Caroline Dawn Green
Sophie Greenfield
Emma Ayorkor Howes
Monica Jonas
Ann Jones
Deborah Ann Kemp
Sophie Kennish
Gursharan Lotey
Laura Claire Meier
Nikki Morland
Leylla Mulisa
Hannah Ruth Helen Neighbour
Kate Mary Olivarius
Ruth Roseweir
Brunilda Stembari
Beth Alexandra Jane Tayler
Lauren Thackeray
Holly Thame
Amy Turner
Claire Vaughan
Oliva Anne Walker
Anthony Wallace
Claudia Jasmine Anton Zonneveld
Pass with Distinction
Selina Asombang
Evette Marilyn Patricia Bailey
Anna Chalmers-Brown
Clare Chivers
Daniel John Keith
Shelina Ladha
Catherine Young

Clinical Forensic Psychiatry
Pass with Merit
Mabel Bola Fambegbe

Cognitive Behavioural Therapies
Pass
Louis Bowden Dennington
Pass with Distinction
Tamara Idelson

Cognitive Behavioural Therapy for Psychosis
Pass with Merit
Emma O’Donoghue
Pass with Distinction
Sunil Jagdish Nandha

Early Intervention in Psychosis
Pass with Merit
Jonathan James Morris
Pass with Merit
Elzbieta Roza Ferenz

Mental Health Studies
Pass
Karishma Patel
Pass with Merit
Philip John Spencer Hoggart

Neuroscience
Pass
Matthew Thomas Nolan

Psychiatric Research
Pass
Yun He

Graduate Certificate
Pass with Distinction
Olumayowa Aina
Angelica Attard
Charlotte Maud Bonsey
Lauren Antonia Colgan
Matthew Thomas Findlay
Chelsea Gardener
Eleanor Ginn
Lucy Humphries
Tristan Morland
Olivia Anne Rowe
Madiha Shaikh
Martin James Smith
Lucy Joyce Stafford
Claire Amy Louise Thompson
Katherine Louise Thornton
Matt Gardner Watts
Gary Phillip Winters

Pass with Merit
Sophie Bartlet
Damaris Charnley
Sharon Kay Fitzell
Andrew Griffiths
Lucinda Howarth
Susan Young Hamilton Laybourn-Morris
Victoria Alice Roberts
Nicola Shawyer
Matthew Spencer
Jonathan West

Pass
Frances Marie Coyne
Michael Joseph Draycott
Sandra Glasgow
Rosemary Nyagumbo
Rosalind Ojosipe

Graduate Diploma
CBT Informed and Carer Supportive Practice in Psychosis

Pass with Merit
Anthony Charles Evans